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I. Foundational Indicators
A. Institutional Identity and Culture
Required Documentation (Complete all 5 of the following)
1. Does the institution indicate that community engagement is a priority in its
mission statement (or vision)?
✔

Yes

No

Quote the mission (vision):
to provide a gifted and diverse group of students with a total educational experience of the
highest quality—one that prepares them for leadership in an increasingly complex,
interdependent and pluralistic world. The distinctive interdisciplinary and multicultural focus
of the College’s academic program seeks to foster both the fulfillment of individual
aspirations and a deeply rooted commitment to the public good.
This mission is anchored by four cornerstones: excellence, equity, community and service.
These building blocks, in one form or another, have long been the basis for the College’s
commitment to providing responsible leaders and citizens for our democratic society.
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2. Does the institution formally recognize community engagement through
campus-wide awards and celebrations?
✔

Yes

No

Describe with examples:
1. The Urban and Environmental Policy Institute sponsors an annual award for community
building and community engagement. Awards are given to at least one community partner,
one student, and one faculty member for their engagement with community, and a staff
person usually from Facilities Department for their role in building community on campus.
The awards are given in a ceremony that includes a keynote speech by an elected official
from the state, county or city, and by a city-wide known community leader. Occidental's
President always opens the ceremony and welcomes everyone. In April of 2006, for instance,
the awards included a student for his senior research and paper on gentrification of Los
Angeles downtown area and its effects in the homeless population. The faculty and
community partner awards went to Math professor and the principal of a nearby highschool, respectively, for their partnership to help address the alarming dropout rate (over
60%). Through this partnership a Math class was established at Occidental, through which
students assist students in passing Algebra 1. Passing or not passing Algebra 1 has a strong
correlation with whether students graduate or not.
2. Occidental is part of a number of higher education institutions whose seniors have an
opportunity to compete for a scholarship for $10,000 from the Strauss Foundation, to be
spent on a community project in which award recipient students work during their senior
year. An important aspect of the winning proposals is demonstrated long-term
sustainability. In May of 2008, the scholarship went to a student whose proposal focused on
the transition from feeding the homeless to organizing Occidental, middle and high-school
students in efforts to learn about food justice related issues, to then take actions to eradicate
hunger in the communities surrounding the college.
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3. a. Does the institution have mechanisms for systematic assessment of
community perceptions of the institution’s engagement with community?
✔

Yes

No

Describe the mechanisms:
We have been using several ways to measure community perceptions of Occidental's
engagement with community. For the past five years, the Center for Community Based Learning
(CCBL), which is the center in charge of institutionalizing civic engagement at Occidental, has
been giving faculty who teach community connected classes, a questionnaire for community
partners engaged with students in those classes. This questionnaire includes questions such as
specific ways in which the students contributed to their organization or school, whether
communications between community partner and the faculty member were clear, and ways to
improve the partnership in the future.
Another mechanism is a questionnaire that CCBL gives site supervisors of Student-led
community projects. This questionnaire includes questions regarding students' contribution to
the people they serve, depending on the type of site with which the students are working,
whether students respect guidelines, rules, dress code appropriate for the site, and
effectiveness of communication between the student in charge of the project and the site
supervisor.
In addition, various faculty members use their own questionnaires with their community
partners, in cases when the CCBL questionnaire does not address their specific assessment
needs. These faculty members have been using the same questionnaires every time they teach
community connected classes.
And finally, CCBL customarily gives a brief evaluation to community partners attending all
faculty and campus-community events. CCBL staff often have further conversations with
community partners, which allows for the partner to give more in-depth explanations of their
impressions and suggestions.
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b. Does the institution aggregate and use the assessment data?
✔

Yes

No

Describe how the data is used:

CCBL has been receiving assistance from the department of Institutional Assessment and
Research for about five years, to analyze and aggregate the data from those questionnaires.
We used the data to improve campus-community events. For instance, we have made
significant progress in clarity of communication between faculty and community, between
CCBL, faculty, students and community regarding communications in a process through which
knowledge, resources and interests are exchanged amongst stakeholders in each partnership.
The first event that CCBL organized in which community partners participated, for instance,
was a faculty workshop in which partners were part of a faculty and community panel to share
their experiences with campus-community engagement. We then organized a luncheon where
faculty and community partners engaged in conversation about their interests in partnering.
Although faculty and community partners found the event and the engagement helpful, we
learned through assessment that we all needed to be aware of the importance of clear and
honest discussions about what exactly was involved in the partnerships. For instance, where
faculty comfortable integrating community partners' input into their syllabus regarding the
community engagement aspect of the class, as well as the learning objectives for the students?
And, where community partners comfortable in recognizing that they brought knowledge and
resources to the table, not just needs, and that to the extent that their interests combined with
faculty with whom they might partner, the partnership would be more effective for them as
well? We also learned through the years that when there is room for students to be part of the
conversation with faculty and community partners in determining the projects, the success of
the partnership increases tremendously. The result has been that the mutual benefits for all
involved have increased gradually from year to year, and many of these partnerships have
turned into long-term partnerships.
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4. Is community engagement emphasized in the marketing materials
(website, brochures, etc.) of the institution?
✔

Yes

No

Describe the materials:
The Office of Admissions has been featuring Occidental's engagement with Los Angeles for a
number of years. The fact that Occidental is a small, residential liberal arts college in a city as
large and diverse as Los Angeles, has become one of the college's most important marketable
tool. The college's website has a section titled "Learning by doing" through which community
engagement efforts can be accessed.
The college's alumni magazine has featured various ways in which Occidental engages with
community in the country and internationally several times. One of those issues referred to a
Children's Theater workshop where students have been utilizing their acting skills to teach
elementary school students leadership and self-esteem skills. This workshop culminates into an
annual summer play, where the students perform on campus and at various community sites.
A year ago, the magazine featured the principal of Franklin High School, the school mentioned
in section 2 of this document, and his involvement with Occidental's CCBL and Math
department.
The CCBL produces a newsletter where the results of our community connected classes and
projects are shared with the campus community, with community partners, with colleagues
around the country and internationally, and with funders.
Finally, Occidental has been awarded the President's Honor Roll award for community service,
for two consecutive years. This is a national award sponsored by Learn and Serve America.
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5. Does the executive leadership of the institution (President, Provost,
Chancellor, Trustees, etc.) explicitly promote community engagement as a
priority?
✔

Yes

No

Describe examples such as annual address, published editorial, campus publications, etc.
The CCBL and the college's serious commitment to engage with community came under the
leadership of former Occidental College President Ted Mitchell, in 2001, when the CCBL was
started. President Mitchell used every opportunity to promote his philosophy of college
education based on John Dewey's model to connect with the real world. These opportunities
included graduation and commencement speeches, to the Board of Trustees, as well as
addresses to community based learning events. Although Occidental has been going through
significant executive leadership transitions for the past four years, community engagement has
become one of the priorities for the college, along with international education and
experiences, based on President's Mitchell's Strategic Planning five years ago.
In 2004, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution regarding their commitment to an education
that includes civic engagement as follows: "Occidental College is hereby committed, as an
element of our mission, to provide a learning experience that, among its values, serves to instill
in its students an active and abiding sense of civic responsibility and engagement particularly
in the greater Los Angeles region."
In 2005, interim president Kenyon Chan led a campus-wide campaign to engage students, staff
and faculty in trips to New Orleans, and fundraising on campus, in support of post-Katrina relief
efforts.
Both former President Susan Prager and Dean of the College Eric Frank gave very strong
remarks at CCBL's civic engagement conference in 2007, alluding to Occidental's unique
geographic location and responsibility to engage with the surrounding communities.
And, as mentioned earlier, Admissions marketing materials and Occidental's alumni magazine
have both featured Occidental's civic engagement efforts.
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B. Institutional Commitment
Required Documentation (Complete all 6 of the following)
1. Does the institution have a campus-wide coordinating infrastructure
(center, office, etc.) to support and advance community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe with purposes, staffing:
Community-based learning at Occidental, in which students apply what they learn in the
classroom to community projects, embodies the four cornerstones of the College's mission:
excellence, equity, community and service. The Center for Community Based Learning serves as a
resource for such efforts, and acts as a clearinghouse for students, faculty, and staff who are
working toward solutions to pressing issues in the community - locally, regionally, nationally, and
globally.
Since its creation in 2001, Occidental’s Center for Community Based Learning (CCBL) has provided
leadership and developed resources to institutionalize community based learning at Occidental
College. To accomplish this goal, the center engages with students, faculty, other campus offices,
and community partners, as well as state, national, and international networks. The goal of
community based learning is to enhance student learning and faculty engagement by connecting
academic study and civic education through reciprocal, mutually beneficial relationships with the
greater community.
In 2002, CCBL founded the Northeast Education Strategy Group, a network of public district and
charter schools, and community organizations. The network involves principals, teachers, parents,
students and college professors, staff, and students working together to create long-term change
in the area. The main focus of this group is on college access and equity, as well as other issues
affecting education such as crime and safety.
In 2002, the faculty assembly approved for CCBL to be assigned a Faculty Committee, which is very
involved in the vision as well as program development activities with the Director.
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2. a. Are there internal budgetary allocations dedicated to supporting
institutional engagement with community?
✔

Yes

No

Describe (percentage or dollar amount), source, whether it is permanent, and how it is
used, etc.
The college provides for about 90% of the current operations and staff of the CCBL. The
funds are used to pay for the salaries of two full time staff and 8-10 student workers, to
sponsor 10-12 student-led community projects, faculty and community workshops and
meetings, guest speakers, daily operational expenses.

b. Is there external funding dedicated to supporting institutional
engagement with community?
✔

Yes

No

Describe specific funding:
The college has received funding from a number of foundations and corporations, as well as
federal funding, for community engagement activities for CCBL and other departments with
community connected projects. The CCBL has received funds from the Mellon Foundation,
California Campus Compact/Learn and Serve America, and Project Pericles/Teagle Foundation.
In addition, CCBL receives donations from alumni, faculty, staff, and at times from community
partners.
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c. Is there fundraising directed to community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe fundraising activities:
- Occidental's Institutional Advancement office, supports community engagement by
researching funding sources, contacting and meeting with staff from foundations, government
agencies and corporations. These activities are often followed by proposal writing. Funded
proposals are used for student-led community projects, new temporary staff, faculty
development workshops, materials for on and off campus meetings with community partners,
and for conferences and workshops for staff, students, faculty and community partners.
- The CCBL has begun to approach parents of students involved in community projects and
classes, as well as recent alumni, resulting in unrestricted donations. These efforts are still new,
hence, the amounts raised are modest, but gradually building up. Some of these donations are
matched by the individual's employer.
- The CCBL is currently deeply engaged, along with Occidental's Institutional Advancement
staff and community partners, in all fundraising activities listed above, with the goal of
attracting resources for CCBL as well as for its community partners.
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3. a. Does the institution maintain systematic campus-wide tracking or
documentation mechanisms to record and/or track engagement with the
community?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
Since 2004-05, the CCBL has been assessing students' perception of their learning through
Community Based Learning classes. We have analyzed data for the first three years, and are in
the process of analyzing the last two years. When we send the evaluations to CBL classes every
semester, we also include a form for faculty and for community partners to tell us about their
experience of teaching the class, the partnership, and about how it may have affected their
skills/capacity, as well as their perception of civically engaged pedagogies.
Our assessment questionnaire, data entry, and data analysis have been supported by the office
of Institutional Assessment and Research. The staff from Assessment and Research recently met
with CCBL's staff and Faculty Committee to discuss next steps in our assessment efforts,
including doing a longitudinal analysis to compare ways in which the data may have changed
throughout the various semesters, especially regarding key indicators of student's learning and
development.
Regarding student-led community projects, CCBL has been utilizing a questionnaire to assess
students' perception of their experience, as well as the number of hours they work at the site
per semester, the number of students volunteering, and the number of people who benefited
from their volunteer projects. .
We also have an evaluation form that we have used with faculty and community partners every
time we have offered a course and partnership development workshop.
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b. If yes, does the institution use the data from those mechanisms?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
We use the data in a variety of ways:
1. We publicize it in our CCBL News and share it with the campus and the larger community,
including our community partners, national and international colleagues, and with funders and
prospective funders.
2. We have also used this information to counter the common image on and off campus that
civic engagement, including curriculum connected, is about charity, or the "soup kitchen"
concept that is still prevalent in parts of academia.
3. Occidental College is currently undergoing WASC assessment, and Occidental's Assessment
and Research office has integrated results of our systematic assessment with the rest of the
information they are currently gathering.
4. CCBL is currently in the process of finalizing a documentary describing its mission, work, and
accomplishments, and in it, results of the data especially regarding students perception of how
it benefits them are included.
5. The information we have gathered from faculty and community partners attending CBL
workshops for five summers, has helped CCBL's staff and Faculty Committee redesign the
context and format of our workshops.

c. Are there systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms to
measure the impact of institutional engagement?
✔

Yes

No
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d. If yes, indicate the focus of those mechanisms:
✔

Impact on students

Describe one key finding:
Students consistently state in their CBL class evaluations that when comparing CBL with nonCBL classes, their critical thinking and critical writing skills improve; that their learning about the
academic subject is stronger; and that these classes enhance their understanding of their role as
engaged citizens.

✔

Impact on faculty

Describe one key finding:
Through our assessment of faculty workshops faculty consistently express that their CBL classes
often make them aware of the epistemological shift that occurs when the professor is no longer
the one who controls what and how the students are expected to learn through the class.
Rather, they become aware that in CBL classes the community sites and staff and others with
whom the students interact becomes a major part of what and how the students learn the
academic subjects. This, they state, often challenges their sense of control regarding content
and method in their classes.
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✔

Impact on community

Describe one key finding:
From the questionnaires we have used with community partners at CCBL workshops, and
through the questionnaires community partners return in relationship to the CBL classes with
which they partner, Community Partners often state that their connection with the college
helps with credibility for their work, and at times with their funding proposals. Some also state
that the partnership enhances their leadership and professional capacity.

✔

Impact on institution

Describe one key finding:
Sharing the results of assessment of CBL classes and statistics from student-led projects has
increased awareness throughout the campus about how civic engagement is an effective
marketable tool in the recruitment of students, and it has increased interest in civic
engagement as shown by the number of faculty, students, and administrators engaged in
classes and projects, and who support the CCBL. Occidental's communications department has
also used statistics and data gathered from CCBL's assessment mechanisms.
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e. Does the institution use the data from the assessment mechanisms?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
For the past two years, Occidental has been awarded the President’s Higher Education
Community Service Honor Roll, With Distinction for exemplary service efforts and service to
disadvantaged youth. Data gathered through CCBL assessment mechanisms has been the
foundation for the application, and hence the award. The college's Communications
Department also uses the data for public relations, civic engagement, and demographics
related reports.
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4. Is community engagement defined and planned for in the strategic plans
of the institution?
✔

Yes

No

Describe and quote:
In 2003, former president Mitchell led a campus-wide project to define the college's priorities
for the following five to seven years. The results of this process called Dynamic Planning
included engagement with Los Angeles communities as one of three priorities.
Most recently, former President Susan Prager 's 2007 vision statement states:
"Building on its enviable location in Los Angeles, Occidental’s curriculum will connect students
and faculty with the life of Los Angeles and the surrounding region and make it possible to
routinely apply classroom lessons to real-world situations. An array of endowed internships,
community-based learning partnerships, and collaborations with governmental and privatesector organizations will provide each student with multiple opportunities for experiencebased, hands-on learning. "
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5. Does the institution provide professional development support for faculty
and/or staff who engage with community?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
This aspect has been one of the strongest since the CCBL was founded in 2001. Within CCBL's
first year, the then newly hired Director of CCBL was able to visit other models of engagement
around the country, including Trinity College in Connecticut, University of Minessota's Center
for Democracy and Citizenship, and Sagrado Corazon University in Puerto Rico. The director,
faculty and students have been able to attend a number of international, national, and local
conferences on civic engagement.
In addition, with support from the Mellon Foundation and California Campus Compact, the
CCBL began to offer workshops and pedagogical luncheons on CCBL's first year of existence,
and gave stipends to faculty, attending these events. After Mellon funds ran out, the institution
allocated a special fund for CCBL to continue holding workshops and faculty learning
communities. The institution also allocated funds CCBL staff to attend at least one conference
per year.
Finally, CCBL has a gift account to which alumni, faculty, staff and sometimes community
partners give, to support the operations of the Center. These funds are often accessed for
traveling related to faculty, student, and staff development.
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6. Does the community have a “voice” or role for input into institutional or
departmental planning for community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
There are various ways through which the community give input to the institution and to CCBL,
regarding institutional and department planning for community engagement, including:
During president Ted Mitchell's administration, he would schedule several breakfast meetings
every year, to share news about the college, including when the CCBL was founded, its purpose,
and ways for the community to give their opinions about it.
The CCBL Faculty Committee included a community member who was part of giving input to
the Director regarding the role of community in the development of the CCBL, for the first two
years after CCBL was created. Participation from a community partner ended as faculty, staff and
community partners realized that community partners did not have the time to attend regular
Committee meetings.
During the first two years of the CCBL, the Director conducted numerous one-to-one meetings
with community leaders to share the purpose of CCBL, and get their input on the mission and
program development of the Center. These meetings resulted in the founding of a group of
schools and community organizations around the college: the Northeast Education Strategy
Group, which includes parents, teachers, leading staff, and students related to participating
institutions, as well as CCBL staff, students and faculty. This group has become a very strong
force in support of regional efforts to create change, especially around education and college
access issues, with primary support from the CCBL. This group was part of defining the role of
community engagement in the past presidential search, and followed up with a dinner meeting
with then newly hired President Susan Prager. Their thoughts and opinions regarding
community engagement with the college made a very strong impact with the Trustees in the
presidential search committee first, and later with President Prager.

At this point, applicants are urged to review the responses to Foundation Indicators I A,
1 through 5 and I B, 1 through 6 on pages 1-17 and determine whether Community
Engagement is "institutionalized." That is, whether all or most of the Foundational
Indicators have been documented with specificity. If so, applicants are encouraged to
continue with the application. If not, applicants are encouraged to withdraw from the
process and apply in the next round in 2010.
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Supplemental Documentation (Complete all of the following)
1. Does the institution have search/recruitment policies that encourage the
hiring of faculty with expertise in and commitment to community
engagement?
Yes

✔

No

Describe:
Although there is no policy that encourages the hiring of faculty with expertise in and
commitment to community engagement at the institutional level, several departments have
made this aspect part of their recruitment efforts, including Politics, Urban and Environmental
Policy, Spanish, Math, Theater, Arts History and Visual Arts, and Critical Theory and Social Justice.
In 2004, the Dean of the College included CBL language in the document he sent to all
academic departments regarding their proposals for future faculty appointments. This resulted
in a number of Department Chairs contacting the CCBL Director and the Center's Faculty
Committee requesting letters of support for their faculty searches.
Since 2005, most faculty search committees bring their candidates to meet with the CCBL staff
and or Faculty Committee. CCBL has become one of the stops to both inform candidates about
CCBL's pedagogy and resources, and to increase candidates' interest in working for Occidental.
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2. a. Do the institutional policies for promotion and tenure reward the
scholarship of community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
There is current language that includes community engagement in the Faculty Handbook, but
in reality this is an aspect that has not been clearly understood or widely utilized by faculty . The
CCBL Faculty Committee has written and shared with the faculty body, Dean of the College, and
the Faculty Council, two documents that specify integration of community engaged scholarship
in the rewards system. There is a sense that the timing is right for these conversations to
advance along with the revision of the Faculty Handbook, but they have been on pause, in part
due to administrative transitions during the past four years.
A much better indicator that the timing is right and that change is already taking place in this
area is that there already are precedent cases of faculty who have successfully used their
community engaged scholarship in their tenure and promotion portfolios.
To assist faculty with the skills of effectively document their CBL classes and their Community
Based Research, CCBL has sponsored two workshops in the subject, facilitated by Amy Driscoll.
Also, CCBL's staff and Faculty Committee work with faculty who are in the process of putting
their tenure or promotion portfolios together, to help them do this effectively. This coming
semester, CCBL will sponsor a faculty luncheon with a panel of faculty who have successfully
integrated their civic engagement work into their tenure and promotion portfolios.
The CCBL is looking at and promoting the work of Imagining America's Tenure and Promotion
Committee and their recent article published by the Chronicle of Higher Education, to continue
advancing this conversation.
Another aspect that has influenced progress in this area is that within the past five years there
has been a significant number of new faculty hires. Newly hired faculty tent to bring with them
innovative ways of teaching and researching, as well as fresh energy. New faculty are a lot more
open to integrating civic engagement in their scholarship.
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b. If yes, how does the institution classify community-engaged
scholarship? (Service, Scholarship of Application, other)
Explain:
According to both the Faculty Handbook and the on-going discourse about this topic, the
institution classifies community engaged scholarship as service and teaching. We are just
beginning to expand the discourse, as well as the practice into community based research.

b (cont’d). If no, is there work in progress to revise promotion and tenure
guidelines to reward the scholarship of community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
See letter "a" above.
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3. Do students have a leadership role in community engagement? What kind
of decisions do they influence (planning, implementation, assessment, or
other)?
✔

Yes

No

Examples:
First, students who are hired to work with the CCBL are informed at the beginning that they are
expected to contribute with their ideas regarding the overall work and assessment of CCBL.
These students are included in weekly staff meetings, as well as in staff planning every semester.
Throughout these meetings they have regular input on assessing the work of the CCBL as well
as on planning for the following semester/year.
Secondly, students in charge of student-led community projects meet twice per semester.
These meetings include input on CCBL's up-coming activities as they relate to their community
projects. Wether they are paid staff or volunteers leading a project, all students are taught and
encouraged to take leadership and initiative with their projects and responsibilities.
Thirdly, one specific example of student leadership is CCBL's Education In Action project,
through which the students, assist faculty teaching community based learning classes. This
project was started by a group of students who, after taking CBL classes themselves realized
that they were able to have an input in their own education, and not simply expect to learn
everything form professors and books. They then wanted to ensure that other students know
this and act upon it. CCBL now hires about five Student Facilitators every semester to be part of
this project. Students are matched to five CBL classes, and they meet with faculty to together
define the student's role in that class. Student Facilitators and faculty then design the
community projects. Student Facilitators coordinate logistics and guide the students in the
specific class with their community engagement.
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4. Is community engagement noted on student transcripts?
Yes

✔

No

Describe:
The CCBL staff Faculty Committee have begun to communicate with other campuses that note
community engagement on student transcripts, in order to learn about the various ways in
which they do this. This is one of the goals for CCBL for this coming academic year. Namely, to
continue exploring possible ways community engagement notations can be made on students'
transcripts.

5. Is there a faculty governance committee with responsibilities for
community engagement?
✔

Yes

No

Describe:
The CCBL Faculty Committee has been mentioned in various sections of this document.
Because the CCBL was created with strong input from a group of faculty, and the rationale for its
creation discussed at faculty retreats and assemblies, there has been faculty engagement from
the very beginning of CCBL. When the CCBL opened its doors, there was a Steering Committee
which included faculty, staff, students and community partners. Within CCBL's second year of
existence, the Faculty Assembly voted unanimously to create a Faculty Committee that became
part of the faculty governance.
The Faculty Committee is involved in the visioning, implementation, funding, and assessment
of all CCBL activities.
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II. Categories of Community Engagement
A. Curricular Engagement
Curricular Engagement describes the teaching, learning and scholarship that engages faculty,
students, and community in mutually beneficial and respectful collaboration. Their interactions
address community identified needs, deepen students’ civic and academic learning, enhance
community well-being, and enrich the scholarship of the institution.
NOTE: The terms community-based learning, academic service learning, and other expressions
are often used to denote service learning courses.

1. a. Does the institution have a definition and a process for identifying
Service Learning courses?
✔

Yes

No

Describe requirements:
The College's definition of community based learning is:
Community-based learning at Occidental involves students, faculty, and staff who are working
toward solutions to pressing issues in the community - locally, regionally, nationally, and
globally. Community based learning enhances student academic and civic learning and faculty
engagement, by connecting academic study and civic education through reciprocal, mutually
beneficial relationships with the greater community.
Currently there is no process for institutionally identifying CBL courses other than contacting
the CCBL. The CCBL staff and Faculty Committee are currently strategizing for best ways to
clearly identify CBL courses on the catalogue. At the moment, various faculty members list their
courses as CBL on their webpages, and CCBL lists examples of CCBL courses on CCBL's
webpage. The College's catalogue also gives examples of CBL courses along with the
description of CCBL.

b. How many formal for-credit Service Learning courses were offered in
the most recent academic year? 40
_____
What percentage of total courses? 5%
_____
c. How many departments are represented by those courses? 13
_____
38%
What percentage of total departments? _____
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d. How many faculty taught Service Learning courses in the most recent
academic year? 33
_____
What percentage of faculty? 21%
_____
e. How many students participated in Service Learning courses in the
most recent academic year? 800
_____
What percentage of students? 44%
_____
2. a. Are there institutional (campus-wide) learning outcomes for students’
curricular engagement with community?
Yes

✔

No

Provide specific learning outcome examples:
There was a committee four years ago whose charge was to define campus-wide learning
outcomes. The working document presented to the Faculty Assembly included outcomes
related to community engagement. The document, however, never completed the process of
Faculty approval. It was interrupted due to other major campus events and has not yet been
revisited. Occidental recently received a grant from the Teagle Foundation to improve student
learning, and this process is been looked at as the continuation of defining student learning
outcomes for the institution, including student learning through their engagement with
community.
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b. Are there departmental or disciplinary learning outcomes for students’
curricular engagement with community?
Yes

✔

No

Provide specific learning outcome examples:
We have begun to work with departments on integrating community engagement within their
majors. Some departments already mention community engagement (i.e., Politics, Theater,
Critical Theory and Social Justice, Urban and Environmental Policy, Spanish ), in their descriptive
materials. But, they do not have official learning outcomes. See examples below.
"The Urban and Environmental Policy program is a unique combination of classroom learning
and hands-on experience in the field of public affairs and civic action. Students learn the skills of
public policy analysis with special emphasis on applying those skills in the real world. Students
also learn how to conduct practical applied research by working with and for 'clients' —
typically community groups in the Los Angeles area — under the supervision of faculty."
Theater
"Students are encouraged to broaden their self-discovery through opportunities for Community
Based Learning and through internships. The Department has an ongoing relationship with the
Pasadena Playhouse which includes opportunities for course credit, example."
Spanish
"The department also invites students to engage in community-based learning through the
different activities available in the intermediate and advanced Spanish language classes."
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c. Are those outcomes systematically assessed?
Yes

No

Describe:
Limit to 200 words
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d. If yes, how is the assessment data used?
Describe:
Limit to 200 words
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3.

a. Is community engagement integrated into the following curricular
activities?
✔
✔

✔

Student Research
Student Leadership
Internships/Co-ops
Study Abroad

Describe with examples:
Surya Kalra, '06, a Richter Fellow, spent a summer in India, working with the Society for
Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA). An anthropology major, Surya wanted to examine the
impact that research methodology can have in the world. “I wanted to find out more about
how the research we do actually helps the community. My professor [Jeffrey Tobin] suggested I
take a look at PRIA for answers to some of my questions,” Surya states. Through PRIA, she
worked with an organization in Bihar that helps organize adolescent girls into collectives
through which these girls offer health and education training to others in the village.
Leslie Mahley, an Urban and Environmental Policy major, through an internship in Urban and
Environmental Policy worked directly with East Yard Communities for Environmental Justice to
address “goods movement” as one of the region’s major sources of air pollution. This phrase
refers to the shipment and distribution of export and import goods flowing in and out of the
ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. These goods travel through the heart of central and
southeast Los Angeles toward their ultimate destinations. The air pollution poses major health
risks for workers and communities. This project included survey-based research, done in
conjunction with the community partner.
Students in "Japanophilia: Orientalism, Nationalism, Transnationalism" analyzed gardens
around Los Angeles as part of a Community-Based Research project with the Japanese
American National Museum. Results from the research were posted on the Museum's web:
http://www.discovernikkei.org/nikkeialbum/node/2479.
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b. Has community engagement been integrated with curriculum on an
institution-wide level?
Yes

✔

No

If yes, indicate where the integration exists:
Core Courses

Graduate Studies

First Year Sequence

Capstone (Senior level project)

In the Majors

General Education

Describe with examples:
Community engagement has been interwoven throughout the campus, including most
categories above, but the only category that has intentionally integrated civic engagement is in
the Core courses for first year students. The Dean of the College has, for the past three years
being proposing the integration of civic engagement in all Core courses. During orientation
meetings for faculty teaching Core courses for freshman students, for instance, faculty are
encouraged to connect their teaching to community projects throughout Los Angeles. More
and more faculty have taken this option, including courses in Physics, Urban and Environmental
Policy (UEP), Education, American Studies, Politics, History, Arts History and Visual Arts. This
year, for instance, about 40% of all courses to be taught in the fall in the Core program, include a
component to connect the academic content with community. As far as Majors and capstone
related courses, although we have not integrated this throughout the campus, there are some
department who currently integrate civic engagement. These include Diplomacy and World
Affairs, UEP, Education, Theater, and Politics.
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4. Are there examples of faculty scholarship associated with their curricular
engagement achievements (action research studies, conference
presentations, pedagogy workshops, publications, etc.)?
✔

Yes

No

Provide a minimum of five examples from different disciplines:
Solheim Lutheran Home in Eagle Rock received the Quality First Award by The Aging Services
of California, in 2007, based on research done by Psychology Professor Roberta Mancuso.
Professor Mancuso and 14 students designed and implemented a walking program to measure
the psychosocial benefits of exercise for the residents of Solheim Lutheran Home. Preliminary
results suggest that participants in the study showed a significant decrease in depression one
month after the walking program began (p<.05), as compared to baseline measures. Professor
Mancuso and her students presented the project at the 2006 Southern California Conference for
Undergraduate Research.
Through Economics of Race and Gender in Spring 2006, Professor Mary Lopez had her students
do presentations to high school students in social studies and economics classes. Professor
Mary Lopez presented a poster session on her community-based work at the Annual American
Economics Association Conference in January 2007.
Politics professor Regina Freer taugth a workshop on Community Based Learning and
Community Based Research for faculty in May 2008. This is the first time that we did not hire an
outside consultant to teach this workshop, which CCBL offers at least once a year.
Professor Morgan Pitelka's invited article about his community based research class mentioned
in # 3a, "On Japanophilia: Collecting, Authenticity, and Making Identity" appeared on the
Museum's forum: http://www.discovernikkei.org/forum/en/node/1709.
An article by Critical Theory and Social Justice Professor Elizabeth Chin was published by the
Newsletter of the Society for the Anthropology of North America in the spring of 2006. The
article, "Fostering a Community Based Learning Culture: A Model for Success and Institutional
Barriers" was coauthored by student Lorena Nunez, 06.
Urban and Environmental Policy professor Martha Matsuoka through her Community Based
Research class, Spring 08, engaged with East Los Angeles Community Corporation (ELACC), a
housing development organization in Boyle Heights. (continued in Wrap-Up, 1)
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B. Outreach and Partnerships
Outreach and Partnerships describe two different but related approaches to community
engagement. The first focuses on the application and provision of institutional resources for
community use with benefits to both campus and community. The latter focuses on collaborative
interactions with community and related scholarship for the mutually beneficial exchange,
exploration, and application of knowledge, information, and resources (research, capacity
building, economic development, etc.

1. Indicate which outreach programs are developed for community:
✔

✔

✔

learning centers
tutoring
extension programs
non-credit courses
evaluation support
training programs
professional development centers
other (specify)

Describe with examples:
Occidental's Community Literacy Center in connection with students from Education 140,
Tutoring and Guided Learning, provide tutoring to elementary students from the surrounding
communities.
In 2006-07, Occidental Upward Bound and nine Occidental undergraduates employed as tutors
served 130 students at six local public high schools. Some 16 seniors were admitted to the
University of California and another 25 to the California State University. Four of the members of
Occidental’s Class of 2007 were graduates of Occidental Upward Bound. In addition to the
academic year program, Occidental Upward Bound also provides a five-week summer
residential program for rising 10th, 11th, and 12th grade students with classes in mathematics,
computer science, creative writing, and other subjects – all of which are offered for credit.
In partnership with Los Angeles Unified School District, Occidental’s Gaining Early Awareness
And Readiness for Undergraduate Program (GEARUP), seeks to increase the number of lowincome students from predominantly Latino, low-income Northeast Los Angeles enrolling in
college. About 50 Occidental students are employed every year, to provide weekly academic
tutoring in literacy and mathematics to approximately 3,000 students at three local middle
schools and one junior/senior high school during the regular academic year.
Since 1992, the Teachers + Occidental = Partnership in Science (TOPS) program has worked to
increase interest in and knowledge of science among K-12 students by providing secondary
teachers and students to advanced scientific instrumentation for hands-on laboratory
experiences in biology, chemistry, and physics. The TOPS van brings the instrumentation to
participating high schools within a roughly 25-mile radius of the Occidental campus.
The Urban & Environmental Policy Institute (UEPI) is a community oriented research and
advocacy organization based at Occidental College in Los Angeles, CA. UEPI serves as the
umbrella for a variety of affiliated programs addressing work and industry, food and nutrition,
and housing.
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2. Which institutional resources are provided as outreach to the community?
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

co-curricular student service
work/study student placements
cultural offerings
athletic offerings
library services
technology
faculty consultation

Describe with examples:
Professor Foreman’s Black Activism and the Archive class evolved, (through interactions and per
their request), with two community partners (Southern California Library and Los Angeles
Community Action Network), into a “reverse tour,” with about 20 community organizations and
schools participating in workshops and orientations to how to access college resources.
Community partners were taught how to use research programs such as lexis nexis, as well as
how to use media resources at Occidental's Keck Culture and Language Center.
CCBL supports 10-12 student-run projects, through which volunteers work in long-term
partnerships with local schools and organizations, ranging from hunger, tutoring, gardening
and arts. These are all long-term partnerships ranging from 2 years, and as long as 10 years, and
one with a school in China Town in existence for over 30 years.
In the spring 08, a charter high-school was unable to take their students on their routine
neighborhood walk as part of their PE requirement, due to threats of violence to staff and
students. The students were able to use our athletic facilities for one week, until safer conditions
were secured.
During the past ten years, Geology and Environmental studies professor Jim Sadd has worked
with community organizations and institutions on issues related to air pollution and health,
disparities in siting and location of environmental hazards, environmental justice, and
community-based participatory research. Organizations include: City of Commerce: East Yard
Communities for Environmental Justice, City of Wilmington: CBE and Coalition for a Safe
Environment, South LA: Community Coalition for Change, and City of Maywood: Comite Pro
Uno.
The Theater Department teaches a workshop on Children's Theater through which involves his
students with elementary school students, teaching them skills for self-expression and selfconfidence. These theater students also perform for various community organizations and
schools.

3.

Describe representative partnerships (both institutional and departmental)
that were in place during the most recent academic year (maximum 15
partnerships). Use the attached Excel file to provide descriptions of each
partnership.
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4.

a. Does the institution or do the departments work to promote the
mutuality and reciprocity of the partnerships?
✔

Yes

No

Describe the strategies:
At CBL faculty development workshops or through individual guidance with faculty, at
presentations and conversations with academic departments, - and at events where
administrators, faculty, students, and alumni participate - the common theme of discussion and
conversation is around the concept of mutuality and reciprocity in Occidental's civic
engagement efforts. The most important feature of CCBL's civic engagement model is that it is
based on community organizing practices, particularly regarding the involvement of all parties
and individuals affected or influenced by CCBL's work. This involvement of all stakeholders
takes place through a process of relational and engaged conversation, through which the skills,
resources, interests , and even challenges of all involved (primarily faculty and community
partners, but often students as well) are put on the table and become the basis for the
development of college-community partnerships. These partnerships can be related to CBL
classes, Community Based Research, to Student-led community projects, and to CCBL's founded
North East Education Strategy Group (about 12 or so schools and community organizations
with which the CCBL works to create long-term change regarding education and college access
issues). The main practice in community organizing to build relationships that lead to a broad
base of leaders and allies for organizing purposes is one-to-one relational meetings. CCBL's staff,
faculty committee, and community partners regularly do these meetings to educate, to expand
the number of people involved in civic engagement efforts, and to build and sustain support.
These meetings take place with Occidental's president, Vice-Presidents, heads of academic
support departments, community and school leaders, and with elected officials, for instance.
This process results in the inclusion of the interests and views of all who are part of these
conversations, which in turn builds a culture of reciprocity and mutuality not just for specific
partnerships, but for the campus and off campus community.
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b. Are there mechanisms to systematically provide feedback and
assessment to community partners and to the institution?
✔

Yes

No

Describe the mechanisms:

We exchange feedback between community partners and the institution in various ways:
1. For the past five years a number of the faculty teaching CBL classes give an assessment form
to their community partners. The feedback is used by the faculty member to improve their
students work with the partner, and by the CCBL to assess benefits for the partner.
2. Many of our faculty meet at the end of the semester with their community partners to have a
conversation about how the partnership went for both sides, including feedback students
provide to the faculty about their experience with the community partner.
3. At every workshop, conference, or community-faculty meeting, the agenda includes a space
for conversations between current partnerships to assess and amend as appropriate.
4. Faculty workshops always include community partner participation, and a written evaluation
of the workshop.
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5. Are there examples of faculty scholarship associated with their outreach
and partnerships activities (technical reports, curriculum, research reports,
policy reports, publications, etc.)?
✔

Yes

No

Provide a minimum of five examples from varied disciplines:
Sociology professor Jan Lin, through his Urban Field Studies class partnered with Franklin High
School in an Asset Mapping project. Chin guided Occidental students and Franklin student to
assess resources in North East Los Angeles. This project resulted in updating the Northeast Los
Angeles Resource Guide, which was created initially in 2001-2002.
Politics Professor Regina Freer taught a course in partnership with, and at the Southern
California Library for Social Studies and Research. The class, "Uncovering Los Angeles Political
History," was to examine the hidden history of interracial cooperation in the City. This class
successfully responded to the needs of the Library to create a "Pathfinder" that future
researchers interested in the topic can use to locate materials related to interracial cooperation
in Los Angeles.
ECLS professor Gabrielle Foreman guided a group of student to conduct research to assist the
YWCA of Glendale to develop an advocacy and public relations campaign for pending
legislation at the State level. The research was written in a report, and the YWCA utilized it in
their efforts to successfully lobby for the protection of victims of domestic abuse.
Through his partnership with Franklin High School, Math professor Alan Knoerr led his
department to create a new class: Math Education and Access to Power, to engage his students
in creating better strategies to help high school student pass Algebra 1. Not passing Algebra 1
has been identified as the number one reason for not reaching graduation, which at Franklin is
higher than 60%.
Through the work Geology and Environmental studies professor Jim Sadd has authored(often
along with colleagues from Occidental and other academic institutions and with community
organizations throughout California, several publications and reports, including:
Still Toxic After All These Years: Air Quality, and Environmental Justice in the San Francisco Bay
Area; Reading, Writing, and Breathing Schools, Air, Toxics and Environmental Justice in
California; Building a Regional Voice for Environmental Justice.
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III. Wrap-Up
1. (Optional) Use this space to elaborate on any short-answer item(s) for
which you need more space. Please specify the corresponding section
and item number(s).
B.2: Outreach and Partnerships
Geology and Environmental Studies Professor Sadd and Urban and Environmental Policy
professor Martha Matsuoka, and the GreenLA organizations to advise the Mayor of Los Angeles
on environmental justice policy, as well as to work toward adoption of a city-wide ordinance to
address cumulative impacts from air pollution hazards.
II. Categories of Community Engagement, A. 4
Through this partnerships, Matsuoka engaged her community partner in designing the syllabus,
lectures, and community research projects. Throughout the semester, students engaged in a
learning process where community action informs the research process and where research
informs community participation and action for social change. In the words of Matuoka: "ELACC
used student interview teams to capture oral histories from key community leaders. ELACC also
made connections with students: one student went on to work with ELACC as an Americorp
intern; ELACC will also get another student in the fall. In both of these cases ELACC will get
interns that are familiar with the community, understand the social, political, environmental,
economic conditions in the neighborhood and have an all around basis for quickly engaging in
ELACC work. "
ELACC gained an understanding about how to effectively capitalize upon Occidental resources
and the professor gained an understanding how to align a semester-long academic curriculum
with the work and leadership of a dynamic community organization. There are plans to embark
the class next spring in a new research project to serve the organization.
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2. (Optional) Is there any information that was not requested that you
consider significant evidence of your institution’s community engagement?
If so, please provide the information in this space.
Occidental had attempted to institutionalize curriculum connected civic engagement for 10
years before the CCBL was created in 2001, with no success. The CCBL's model of civic
engagement based on community organizing practices, through which all stakeholders are
included in a process that includes visioning, creation, and assessment, is the main reason why
CCBL has been successful in institutionalizing curriculum connected civic engagement on
campus, and to create reciprocal partnerships with the community. The director of CCBL, as well
s faculty, students and community partners have given talks and papers at conferences locally,
nationally and internationally. CCBL's model is referenced in various publications, including :
Cross Border Centre for Community Development Seminar Report “Engagement: Transforming
Learning 3rd Level and Community” (Seminar in Dundalk, Ireland, 2005); Frames and Discourses:
Exploring the Meaning of Engagement, co-authored with Frank Fear, (2005); Harry Boyte’s
Everyday Politics, (2004); Democracy and Civic Engagement: A guide for higher education,
edited by The New York Times and American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
(2005); University Education for Community Change: A Vital Strategy for Progress on Poverty,
Race and Community building, by Andrew Mott, (2005); Civic Engagement, Community
Development and Implications for the Academy: From Los Angeles to Ireland, (a chapter in
forthcoming publication about Ireland’s efforts on academic civic engagement).
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3. (Optional) Please provide any suggestions or comments you may have on
the documentation process and online data collection.
The form is helpful in that it forced me to gather the information which most of us may not have
readily available. The process of gathering the information also engaged several faculty,
students, administrators and community partners.
It would have helped to have had a sense of the labor intensity of putting this information
together, and the amount of time that it requires to complete, through the instructions. Did I
miss this?

4. May we use the information you have provided for research purposes
beyond the determination of classification (for example, conference
papers, journal articles, and research reports), with the understanding that
your institution's identity will not be disclosed without permission? (Your
answer will have no bearing on the classification decision.)
✔

Yes

No
Thank you! Please remember to save the document for your record.
Print Form

Submit by Email
(Please click only once.)
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